Paired activity - Candidate A (10 mins)
Kernstoff: Travelling
You and your partner are organizing the class trip after the final exams. Now you
have to decide about the destination. Your class has suggested these two
alternatives: a trip to a large city or a beach resort.
Discuss with your partner which destination you should go to. Include the following
points:


Setting



Cost



Possible activities



Food



Different cultures



Your experiences with similar locations

Come to an agreement at the end.

Paired activity - Candidate B (10 mins)
Kernstoff: Travelling
You and your partner are organizing the class trip after the final exams. Now you
have to decide about the destination. Your class has suggested these two
alternatives: a trip to a large city or a beach resort.
Discuss with your partner which destination you should go to. Include the following
points:


Setting



Cost



Possible activities



Food



Different cultures



Your experiences with similar locations

Come to an agreement at the end.
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.................................... and ........................................ - Paired activity Interlocutor frame
Here are the topics for the paired activity. Please, pick three of them.
....., which topic would you like to discard?
....., which topic would you like to discard?
(As both of you have decided to discard the same topic, you are to talk about .....)
Here are the task sheets for the paired activity.
TRAVELLING
WAIT 1 MINUTE
Please start now!

POSSIBLE PROMPTS:










....., what do you think about this?
....., do you agree with your partner?
....., please give your partner the chance to present his / her arguments.
Is there anything you would like to ask or add?
….., please move on to the next point.
….., please remember to refer to “…(bullet point)…”
….., please speak up / louder.
Remember to do the task you have been set.
You’ve got 1 minute left. Don’t forget to come to a clear decision.

AFTER 10 Mins
Thank you, that will do.
....., that was the end of your exam.
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